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Abstract—Availability of a common, shared benchmark to pro-
vide repeatable, quantifiable, and comparable results is an added
value for any scientific community. International consortia pro-
vide benchmarks in a wide range of domains, being normally
used by industry, vendors, and researchers for evaluating their
software products. In this regard, a benchmark of untimed Petri
net models was developed to be used in a yearly software com-
petition driven by the Petri net community. However, to the best
of our knowledge there is not a similar benchmark to evalu-
ate solution techniques for Petri nets with timing extensions. In
this paper, we propose an evaluation framework for the com-
parative analysis of generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs)
simulation techniques. Although we focus on simulation tech-
niques, our framework provides a baseline for a comparative
analysis of different GSPN solvers (e.g., simulators, numerical
solvers, or other techniques). The evaluation framework encom-
passes a set of 50 GSPN models including test cases and case
studies from the literature, and a set of evaluation guidelines for
the comparative analysis. In order to show the applicability of
the proposed framework, we carry out a comparative analysis of
steady-state simulators implemented in three academic software
tools, namely, GreatSPN, PeabraiN, and TimeNET. The results
allow us to validate the trustfulness of these academic software
tools, as well as to point out potential problems and algorithmic
optimization opportunities.
Index Terms—Benchmarking, generalized stochastic Petri nets
(GSPNs), performance, simulation software.
I. INTRODUCTION
BENCHMARKS have been recognized as an effective toolfor conducting experiments in computer science since
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they provide repeatable, quantifiable and, thus, comparable
results [1]. Nowadays, there is a strong need for common
benchmarks in different scientific communities supporting
a common, shared way to provide reproducible and com-
parable data. For instance, they play an important role in
the measurement-based testing within performance software
engineering [2].
International consortia provide benchmarks in a wide range
of domains, e.g., high-performance computing [3], transac-
tion processing and databases [4], and image-processing and
cyber security [5]. Such standardized benchmarks are used
by industry and vendors for assessing the performance of
their hardware/software products, as well as by researchers
to compare their software techniques and tools.
The development of a new benchmark (proto-benchmark)
can be initiated by a small group of researchers as an offer
to a larger scientific community to initialize a consensus pro-
cess [6]. In the model checking research field, for instance, a
benchmark including a repository of untimed Petri net models
was developed and used in a yearly software competition by
the Petri net community [7] to compare the efficiency of new
solution techniques. Such benchmark was aimed at checking
the qualitative properties of the Petri Net models, such as the
reachability of deadlocks or liveness, to name a few.
Petri nets [8] are a graphical and mathematical formal-
ism that easily represent common characteristics of computer
systems such as concurrency, synchronization, conditional
branches, looping, and sequencing. In particular, Petri nets are
a suitable model for the design and verification of real-life
processes [9], being a common formalism used in automated
manufacturing systems [10], [11]. Roughly speaking, a Petri
net (PN) is a bipartite graph of places and transitions connected
with arcs, describing the system behavior with concurrency
and synchronous capabilities. Tokens are assigned to places,
and a distribution of tokens in the places represents a state
of the system, whereas transitions model events or activities.
Stochastic Petri nets (SPN) are a timed extension of Petri
nets, where each transition has associated an exponentially
distributed firing time delay (e.g., modeling the duration of an
activity).
To the best of our knowledge, there is not a similar bench-
mark to evaluate solution techniques for SPN models. In this
paper, we aim at providing a proto-benchmark to fill this
gap. This proto-benchmark considers a class of SPN, namely
generalized SPNs [12] (GSPN), that are used for systems
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performance and reliability analysis. In addition to timed tran-
sitions, GSPN include immediate transitions that are used to
model logical actions occurring in zero time.
In particular, we propose an evaluation framework that con-
sists of a repository of GSPN models and a guideline for the
solvers evaluation. The models of the repository are available
in different formats, two of them compliant to the ISO standard
place/transition nets with XML (PNML) [13]. Furthermore,
we also provide a tool to interchange the models between
different tools and the shell scripts used to launch experi-
mentation as a way to make easier the reproducibility of the
experiments carried out in this paper. As an example anal-
ysis, this paper furthermore applies the proposed evaluation
framework to three selected event-driven simulators, namely
GreatSPN [14], PeabraiN [15], and TimeNET [16]. A
comparative analysis among these three tools is carried out
and results are reported from the user perspective. This mainly
includes run times and achieved result accuracy which may
greatly differ as the selected tools implement various variants
of Monte Carlo simulations. A comparison of the algorithms
themselves is outside the scope of this paper.
Let us remark that although the evaluation framework is
applicable for any GSPN solution method, in this paper we
focus on GSPN simulation solvers to illustrate its usage.
Along this paper, we will use the notions for the description
of benchmarking proposed in [17] to present and discuss the
different aspects of our evaluation framework. A benchmark
consists of the following data.
1) I, an input set of data to be processed.
2) E, an examination to be passed by a program.
3) P, the program to be benchmarked.
4) 〈I, E, P〉, a run corresponding to the execution of a P
for an E with a given I.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
evaluation framework, in particular by providing a general
guideline for defining I and E. Section III briefly covers GSPN
simulation and the selected tools (P) that are used in the com-
parative analysis. Section IV describes the application of the
guideline for the comparative analysis of the GSPN simulator
and details the experiments (〈I, E, P〉). Related work is cov-
ered in Section V. Finally, Section VI sets out the conclusions
of this paper.
II. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the evaluation framework that
enables us to specify the input set of data I to be processed
by a GSPN solver P and the examination E to be passed by
a solver. We first describe the repository of GSPN models
and, then, we introduce the guideline for the evaluation of
solvers. The reader interested in examining in depth the GSPN
formalism can refer to [12].
A. Generalized Stochastic Petri Net Repository
The repository consists of a collection of 50 GSPN models,
listed in Table I. For each model, we indicate its identifier,
its Petri net subclass, its size (in terms of places and tran-
sitions), its qualitative properties, and if it is a parametric
model. Furthermore, we indicate the modeled system: most
of the models come from case studies and test cases from the
literature (see reference columns in the table).
Each model of the repository is characterized by an iden-
tifier (Net_id) and labeled (PN subclass) according to the
structural Petri Net subclass it belongs. In particular, most the
models belong to the well-known PN-subclasses of monoT-
semiflows [37], Free-Choice nets (FC) [38], freely related
T-semiflows [39], and deterministic systems of sequential
processes (DSSP) [40]. The main reason is that the reposi-
tory has been built on a collection of models that was used
in [31] to assess bounding techniques on interval-based time
Petri net models, which are known to produce tight bounds for
these PN-subclasses. Nevertheless, we consider the repository
as an open proposal, subject to future extensions to encompass
also other PN-subclasses. Finally, we classified as general nets
the rest of the GSPN models that do not belong to a specific
PN-subclass.
The repository is freely available at [41]. A wiki Web page
was created to provide further detailed information for each
model, such as the number of places/transitions (model size
column, in Table I), the satisfied logical properties (logical
properties column)—structural boundedness (B), deadlock-
freeness (DF), liveness (L), and reversibility (R) [42]—, and
the parameters, in case of parametric model (parametric col-
umn). In particular, for parametric models, three different
variants of initial marking setting are provided which corre-
spond to a coarse classification of the model workload, namely
low, medium, and high. The low category includes the models
where the initial marking parameters have been set to the ref-
erence values, that is the values in the original models.1 The
medium and high categories include the models where the ini-
tial marking parameters have been set to, respectively, one and
two orders of magnitude greater than the reference values.
The repository includes the nets in the file formats required
for the three tools used in this paper, i.e., GreatSPN [14],
PeabraiN [15], and TimeNET [16]. The file format of
GreatSPN does not follow any particular standard, while
the file formats supported by PeabraiN and TimeNET
are compliant to the adopted ISO standard for description
of PNML [13] or have a corresponding import/export con-
verter. It is worth mentioning that the last published version
of GreatSPN incorporates a translator module from PNML-
compliant file format to its own file format [43]. Since there
does not exist at the moment of this writing any adopted
ISO standard for timing specification in PNML, as the one
proposed in [44], the file formats of both tools differ in this
part. A tool for converting the file formats between some of
these tools was developed as a side product of the proposed
framework to overcome this issue. This tool is also available
at the GSPN website repository and its source code has been
released under the GNU/GPLv3 license.
B. Guideline for Evaluation of Simulation Solvers
The guideline for the solvers evaluation is aimed at provid-
ing a support for the definition of the examination E, to be
1The nonparametric models have been also included in this category.
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TABLE I
GSPN REPOSITORY
passed by the GSPN solvers under analysis, and the selection
of the input set of GSPN models I from the repository. It can
be summarized as a list of steps, that are discussed in detail
in this section.
1) Define the examination E.
a) Decide the type of comparative analysis.
b) Define the set of indexes for the assessment.
c) Establish the conditions for passing the
examination.
2) Select the input set I.
a) Check the prerequisites for GSPN solvers.
b) Define a selection criterion considering the features
of the GSPN repository (Table II).
1) Define the Examination: The examination E should be
defined first, since it determines the goals of the analysis. It
implies the selection of the set of indexes for the assessment
and the specification of the conditions to be passed by the
GSPN solvers. In particular, we can distinguish two types of
analysis: 1) correctness and 2) efficiency.
TABLE II
FEATURES OF THE GSPN REPOSITORY
The first type of analysis is aimed at assessing the correct-
ness of the GSPN solvers and/or accuracy of the performance
results computed by the GSPN solvers. Therefore, at least an
index needs to be defined for the assessment that is based on
performance properties. The basic performance properties of a
GSPN model are the transitions throughput (i.e., number of fir-
ings per unit of time) and the mean number of tokens in places.
We have considered only the throughput of a transition as the
reference property for the GSPN models of the repository. Let
us remark that this decision is mainly motivated because, for
those GSPN models that represent case studies, the reference
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property has a precise meaning in the context of the modeled
system (e.g., finished products per time unit for those models
representing flexible manufacturing systems, such as the nets
3, 7, 14, and 40–43). Based on such a reference property, an
example of index to be used for the tool assessment is the
relative error of the value estimated by a GSPN solver under
analysis with respect to a (known) value.
The second type of analysis is aimed at assessing the
efficiency of the GSPN solvers and, similarly to the correct-
ness analysis, performance indexes need to be defined for
the assessment. Several performance indexes of interest are
proposed in [45] for benchmarking, being the most com-
mon ones the CPU time and wall time (i.e., the elapsed
time between start and end of a task) for measuring time
efficiency, and the peak memory consumption for measuring
space efficiency.
Once the indexes for the assessment are defined, the last task
is to establish the conditions for passing the examination. A
naïve condition is to define, for example, a maximum threshold
for the relative error used as index for the correctness analysis.
More complex conditions may consider the sensitivity of the
GSPN solvers to one or more features of the repository.
2) Select the Input Set: A different input set of GSPN mod-
els can be selected from the repository, according to the GSPN
solvers constraints (such as the fulfillment of logical proper-
ties) and the features of the repository that are of interest for
the assessment.
Therefore, a first task is the selection of those GSPN mod-
els that fulfill the logical properties which are a prerequisite
for the use of the GSPN solver under analysis. As shown in
Table I, the considered logical properties are satisfied by the
majority of the models; however, there are also some nets that
only satisfy a subset of properties. Consider for instance a
state-based GSPN solver. Hence, in this case only bounded
models shall be selected for analysis.
The second selection task is carried out with the help of
the features of the repository summarized in Table II. Since
the features can be also used for the sensitivity analysis of the
GSPN solvers, the choice of using a feature as selection or
sensitivity criterion depends on the goals of the assessment.
III. GSPN SIMULATION
This section informally introduces simulation techniques for
GSPN models, and the selected tools to be benchmarked with
the evaluation framework. Three GSPN tools are considered
in this paper: 1) GreatSPN (batch simulator); 2) PeabraiN
(replication simulator with discrete stochastic simulation algo-
rithm); and 3) TimeNET (batch simulator with spectral vari-
ance analysis), mainly because of their accessibility to the
authors as well as their distribution in the research community.
The tools implement different variants of steady-state simula-
tion algorithms, for which the individual optimization details
are outside the scope of this paper. Moreover, the tools usu-
ally contain several variants such as rare-event simulation and
transient as well as stationary simulations, out of which we
only consider the (standard) steady-state simulation here.
Monte Carlo simulation [46] can be used as a solution tech-
nique for (G)SPN models and is often the alternative choice
to state-based techniques when the state space of the model
is too large to be analyzed as a whole. Simulation enables to
estimate performance and reliability measures by generating
and analyzing randomly chosen paths through the state space.
For each measure of interest, the simulation provides the esti-
mated value and the precision error at a confidence interval,
i.e., the real (unknown) value falls into this interval with a
certain probability (i.e., confidence level) and with a precision
error [46]. The width of the confidence interval is a measure
of the accuracy of the estimated value.
Different simulation approaches exist. A common approach
is replication, where N statistically independent simulation
runs are executed and the measure is estimated considering the
N independent measurements collected during different runs.
A parallel variant simulates N models concurrently, and sam-
ples from the resulting independent paths. Other approaches
can be used when the aim of the analysis is the estimation
of steady state measures. Indeed, in such cases just a single
simulation run can be executed, where the simulation time is
“long enough” to bring the modeled system in steady state and
measurements are taken across time (rather than measurements
taken across replications). For example, the batch method [47]
partitions the simulation interval into successive epochs and
for each epoch a measurement is collected to avoid common
pitfalls of correlated subsequent samples. The computational
cost of the simulation depends on various factors.
1) The length of transient period, i.e., the simulation time
until the steady state is reached.
2) The length of the simulation time needed to collect a
representative sample.
3) The length of the epochs needed to ensure statistical
independence of successive measurements.
It is worth to observe that such factors depend on the model
under analysis, so the choice of simulation input parameters
is a critical point since both statistical quality of the simula-
tion results and computer time that is required to simulate a
desired amount of system time rely on them. Concerning the
choice of the length of the epochs, a possible approach is the
regenerative points method [48], where a regeneration point is
a time instant at which the system enters a given state (e.g.,
in an SPN model, the initial marking).
Statistical issues and very long simulation times may arise
in case of rare events, for example when the measure to be
estimated is a very small probability such as the system fail-
ure probability. So-called variance reduction techniques have
been developed to overcome these issues [49], as well as
specific methods such as RESTART [50] that allows for esti-
mating probabilities as low as 10−100 within a reasonable time.
Other possible approaches propose an approximate acceler-
ated stochastic simulation approaches to reduce computation
time [51].
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we use the proposed GSPN benchmark for
a comparative analysis of the three GSPN simulator tools
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considered in this paper (namely, GreatSPN, PeabraiN,
and TimeNET). The details of each simulation algorithm have
been described in Section III.
We compare the tools under correctness and efficiency cri-
teria. Regarding the correctness criterion, we are interested in
how good the results provided by the simulation tools are.
Hence, we compute the analytic results for each net in the
benchmark (when feasible) and use these values as a reference
for comparison. Regarding the efficiency criterion, we measure
the execution time and the maximum memory consumption of
the simulation tools for the benchmark models.
A. Correctness and Accuracy of Simulation Results
To evaluate the accuracy of the simulation results, we first
need to compute analytic results of the nets and validate
them. For this purpose we analytically solve the underlying
CTMC of the nets (when feasible) using the analytic solvers
of GreatSPN and TimeNET.
Table III summarizes the comparison of analytic results
computed by GreatSPN and TimeNET solvers, consider-
ing the benchmark nets with low marking. As indicated, for
some models the analytic results could not be obtained because
these nets are unbounded or the state-space explosion problem
applies (i.e., huge state space and P-semiflows explosion).
These results are highlighted (in light blue) in Table III. For
instance, net43, net44, and net45 have a huge state-space such
that the analytic solvers exhaust the available memory when
solving the underlying CTMC. For two particular models, the
TimeNET solver was unable to compute analytical results:
net26 has a huge state space that TimeNET is unable to handle
properly and the performance measurement in net17 and net48
is defined over an immediate transition. However, TimeNET
does not compute throughput values of immediate transitions
directly. The last column in Table III shows the relative error
between both solvers. As it is shown, both tools achieve a
very similar value for the reference transition throughput con-
sidered in each model. Hence, we conclude that these analytic
results are valid for comparison.
Fig. 1 shows the comparison of simulation results with
regard to analytic ones. We simulated 100 times each net con-
sidering a low marking (see Section II-A) with two different
precision errors and confidence levels. In particular, we set a
precision of 5% at the 95% confidence level and of 1% at
the 99%. Both results are plotted in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respec-
tively. The mark in each error bar represents the average of
the simulation results, while the lower and upper vertical error
bars represent the quantile of 95% (99%) and 5% (1%) of the
collected results, respectively. Furthermore, we also plotted an
horizontal line indicating the predefined precision error of 5%
and 1% in each graph.
The plots show interesting results. Regarding the precision
of 5% at the 95% confidence level [Fig. 1(a)], for all sim-
ulation tools the average of relative errors are close to 0%.
Namely, only for the net10 and net17 models the relative
errors reach almost 3% and 5%, respectively. The results of
the PeabraiN simulation tool show, however, some mod-
els for which the average of error results are above/below
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ANALYTIC RESULTS
the precision boundaries (see net10, net14, or net16). In any
event, the average error results are always in the 10% bound-
aries. Considering the quantiles, the PeabraiN simulation
tool is the one showing more models whose quantiles exceed
the precision boundaries.
Furthermore, the average results of PeabraiN simulation
tool for the net49 model are outside the precision boundaries
[reaching almost 20% of precision error, which was left out-
side the axes boundaries for the sake of visibility in both
Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. This indicates that the simulation is not cor-
rect. In summary, the results show that in general the stopping
criteria of all simulation tools are accurate, but the PeabraiN
simulation tool needs further analysis.
Regarding the precision of 1% at the 99% confidence level
[Fig. 1(b)], the results show that the GreatSPN simula-
tion tool has the most accurate intervals, since for almost
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Comparative simulation results for GreatSPN, TimeNET, and PeabraiN with regard to analytic results. Precision of (a) 0.05 at the 0.95 confidence
level and (b) 0.01 at the 0.99 confidence level.
all the models the lower and upper error bars are in the
precision bound of ±1%. As before, the average error results
are close to 0% for all models, but for net10 and net17 mod-
els. The PeabraiN simulation tool presents similar errors
as in the previous settings, showing in all the cases quan-
tile intervals outside the precision boundaries. Thus, this
confirms that the simulation method and stopping criterion
of the PeabraiN simulation tool needs further development.
Surprisingly, the quantile intervals of the TimeNET simula-
tion tool exceed the precision error bounds for all the models.
In summary, the GreatSPN tool shows the better behavior,
while the stopping criterion of both TimeNET and PeabraiN
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 2. Results of experiments: execution time. (a) net14 (general net). (b) net15 (FRT net). (c) net22 (FC net). (d) net25 (DSSP net). (e) net47 (mono
T-semiflow net).
shall be revised. In the beta version of TimeNET, enhanced
stopping criteria [52] are being evaluated.
B. Execution Time and Memory Peak Consumption
Regarding the efficiency criterion, we are interested in mea-
suring both execution time and memory peak consumption
of the simulation tools. Since the GSPN benchmark is com-
posed of 50 nets and we do not want to overwhelm the reader
with tens of graphs, only a subset of models is considered
for performance evaluation. In particular, we selected one net
of each Petri net subclass available in the GSPN benchmark.
These subclasses are mono T-semiflow, FC, freely related T-
semiflow, DSSP, and general nets. The subset of the GSPN
benchmark used for the efficiency comparison is thus com-
posed of five nets. The selection criterion of the each net was
as follows: first, to have analytic results; and then, a net with
larger number of places and transitions. Considering those cri-
teria, the selected nets are: net47 (monoT), net22 (FC), net15
(FRT), net25 (DSSP), and net14 (general).
For the experiment configuration, we varied the initial mark-
ing from 1 to 100 in all nets to verify whether the simulators
are in some way affected by the number of tokens. Any
other aspect of the net was left as in the original models.
Experiments were performed in a Debian GNU/Linux x86-
64 with an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz and 4 GB
of RAM memory, running as a virtual machine on top of
a Proxmox Virtual Environment version 4.1-5/f910ef5c. The
versions of the tools evaluated were, namely, GreatSPN
version 2016, TimeNET version 4.3, and PeabraiN version
1.2 (plus OpenJDK Runtime Environment IcedTea 2.6.11). A
shell script was prepared to execute batch simulations with a
precision of 0.05 at the 0.95 confidence level and collect sim-
ulation results. In particular, we performed 20 iterations and
then compute the average of the obtained results. Execution
times and memory peak consumption data were collected
through GNU’s time command.
Fig. 2 plots the execution time (in seconds) for each net
considered in experimentation. Results show that for the FRT
and the mono T-semiflow nets, the number of tokens does
not affect the simulation time of any of the simulation tools
under study. It is worth noting that for both types of nets
GreatSPN clearly outperforms the others. Both GreatSPN
and TimeNET have times lower than 1 s for those nets, unlike
PeabraiN, which has an execution time near to nine times
the one of TimeNET. For the DSSP and FC nets, our results
illustrate that the convergence of the PeabraiN simulation
method is linearly and exponentially affected, respectively, by
the number of tokens. Surprisingly, the convergence of the
TimeNET simulation tool is (exponentially) affected by the
number of tokens for general nets. In this case, the execution
time of PeabraiN simulation tool is near to two orders of
magnitude with regard to the GreatSPN tool, with values
ranging from 1.96 to 2.34 s. This overhead might be caused
by the execution of Java Virtual Machine. On the contrary, the
results of GreatSPN range from 0.02 to 138 s (indeed, the
latter execution time occurs with 24 tokens). The difference
between GreatSPN and TimeNET is small in absolute values
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 3. Results of experiments: maximum peak of memory consumption. (a) net14 (general net). (b) net15 (FRT net). (c) net22 (FC net). (d) net25 (DSSP net).
(e) net47 (mono T-semiflow net).
but systematic, which may be based on a different implemen-
tation architecture - TimeNET compiles some model details
into C code to be used in an efficient simulation for longer run
times. As our models did not cover this case explicitly, there
is no conclusion on relative run times for “harder” simulation
problems.
However, a reason for the higher values of execution time
of TimeNET is that some of the results of GreatSPN and
PeabraiN are invalid and the simulation stops too early.
A careful inspection of the results showed that most of the
execution times of both simulators converge rapidly and pro-
vide a throughput value of zero. We empirically analyzed
net14 and found out that it becomes saturated very early with
regard to the variation of number of tokens. Furthermore,
the transition rates in net14 differ in several order of magni-
tude, i.e., the transition rates setting is similar to a rare-event
system. We have also verified that the stopping criteria of
GreatSPN and PeabraiN simulation algorithms do not
consider a minimum firing time of the transitions of interest.
Based on these findings, we conclude that the stopping cri-
terion used in both GreatSPN and PeabraiN simulation
algorithms does not work properly in rare-event (or similar)
setting and deserves further improvements, while TimeNET
handles these cases correctly. This is a starting point to improv-
ing the stopping criterion of both algorithms, considering the
current state-of-the-art.
Based on our experimentation results, we conclude that
PeabraiN is the simulator tool that needs more time
to converge at the precision and confidence level given.
Furthermore, its simulation method is the one most affected
by the number of tokens, especially for DSSP and FC nets.
Fig. 3 plots the results of the maximum memory resident
size (in kilobytes) for each net considered in the experi-
mentation. Results clearly show that for all type of nets
but FC nets the maximum peak of memory used remains
constant, regardless the number of tokens. Regarding FC
net, the behavior of PeabraiN simulator is close to an
exponential line. In all cases, GreatSPN outperforms the
other two simulation tools. Although the difference between
GreatSPN and TimeNET is very narrow, it is totally the
opposite for PeabraiN: the results clearly show a huge con-
sumption of memory. We believe that, again, this might be
mainly motivated because of the execution of the Java Virtual
Machine.
As conclusions, based on our results GreatSPN would
be our first choice as simulation tool for short simulation
problems, immediately followed by TimeNET. These results
also indicate that the batch simulator method outperforms the
replication method. Finally, we would like to remark that
although the PeabraiN simulation tool is not as good as
expected regarding GSPN simulation features, PeabraiN
provides other interesting features that enriches the analysis of
GSPN model, particularly the structural analysis. Furthermore,
PeabraiN was designed to provide an easily extendable
framework for fast prototyping of techniques of the realm of
linear programming problems applied to Petri net analysis.
This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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V. RELATED WORK
This section revises the related works in the literature. We
divided this section into two parts: we first review the SPN
tools—with focus on the status of the standard interchange
file format PNML—and, then, the availability of model bench-
marks.
A. On SPN Tools
There is a large variety of modeling and evaluation tools
for SPN. A comprehensive list of these tools is found in the
PN database maintained by the University of Hamburg [53]. A
recent survey in [54] drew up a ranking of SPN tools accord-
ing to a set of criteria including: multiplatform support, open
source, embedded graphical animation, structural analysis, and
stochastic and colored Petri Net support. In this paper, we con-
sider three Petri net tools (namely, GreatSPN, PeabraiN,
and TimeNET) that provide support to performance evaluation
of GSPN [12] through different solution techniques, including
simulation.
Concerning PNML import/export features, all the aforemen-
tioned tools support them. However, since the PN timing and
stochastic PNML extensions is not standardized so far, each
tool provides its own solution. The compliance of the PNML
specification is thus limited to the untimed PN (i.e., the net
structure and initial marking).
B. On Model Benchmarks
Model benchmarks can be found mainly in the model check-
ing community for testing algorithm implementations that
support verification of qualitative properties [17], [55]–[57].
The BEEM benchmark [55] contains a predefined set of para-
metric models expressed in a low-level modeling language
based on communicating extended finite state machines, and
supported by the tool DiVinE. The VLTS benchmark suite [56]
collects labeled transition systems modeling communication
protocols and concurrent systems. The MIST toolset [57]
includes a repository of models, some of them place/transitions
(P/Ts) net models that can be used for verifying coverability
and reachability properties. The BenchKit [17] is the refer-
ence benchmark tool for the model-checking context yearly
events, organized within the Petri net conference, and provides
a repository of colored Petri nets and P/T nets. In particular,
the repository is yearly updated with new parameterized PN
models [58]; most of them refer to well-known problems or
their variants (e.g., Kanban model and Lamport mutex algo-
rithm), instead of real scenarios as our GSPN benchmark does.
For each PN model, a description is provided together with
the set of satisfied properties (e.g., reversibility and DF). Other
benchmark commonly used is the ISCAS benchmark [59],
which contains a set of combinational and sequential circuits.
Although this benchmark was initially designed for circuit test-
ing, there are works in the literature of Petri net community
using it to validate performance estimation approaches.
Automatic generation of PN benchmarks have been also
proposed [60]–[62]. The approach in [60] enables to generate
random workflow nets (i.e., a structural class of PNs used to
model workflow processes), according to a set of properties
given as input such as the length of the shortest path from
the source to the sink place, number of nodes, soundness, etc.
The generation algorithm has been implemented as a plugin of
the process-mining tool ProM. In [61], the PN benchmark is
automatically generated for evaluating the efficiency of pattern
matching in graph transformation algorithms. In [62], a tool
is developed to automatically generate S4PR, a particular sub-
class of Petri nets useful for modeling concurrent sequential
processes with shared resources.
None of the aforementioned benchmarks, but the one gener-
ated with the tool introduced in [62], consider Petri nets with
timing and stochastic specifications. Hence, these benchmarks
based on untimed Petri net classes are unsuitable for compar-
ing performance solvers. The automatic benchmark generated
with the tool introduced in [62] could be useful for this pur-
pose, although the generated models are limited to a single
class of Petri net and they do not represent any real scenario,
unlike the GSPN benchmark introduced in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a framework for the comparison
of software tools supporting the performance evaluation of
GSPNs. Apart from the technical design of the framework
itself, a repository of 50 models from the literature has been
collected and made available to the public. This benchmark
suite covers a wide area of applications and thus serves as a
comprehensive validation base line for algorithms and tools
now and in the future.
Three tools have been selected and evaluated, with spe-
cial emphasis on their simulation components: GreatSPN,
PeabraiN, and TimeNET. The numerical results of the
presented comprehensive experiments show that the results are
in most cases in the expected range of accuracy, thus validating
the trustfulness of academic software tools. As a side result,
characteristic run time and memory consumption profiles have
been derived.
The experimental results allow us to analyze how the
tools perform, pointing out possible problems and algorith-
mic optimization opportunities. Future algorithm development
and tool implementation can benefit from this approach by
checking if the results are correct, and by allowing a com-
parative run time and memory consumption evaluation. This
will increase the quantitative rigor of computer algorithm
engineering efforts in this area.
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